A Bauer, U Berger, W Fouché, D Spreen, H Tsuiki and M Ziegler well-studied mathematical structure. Ways to get out of these problems are promoted under the slogan "Computing with Exact Real Numbers". Well developed practical and theoretical bases for exact real number computation and, more generally, computable analysis are provided by Scott's Domain Theory and Weihrauch's Type Two Theory of Effectivity. In both theories real numbers and similar ideal objects are represented by infinite streams of finite objects. They can locally be manipulated by Turing machines. In contrast to the theory of computing with finite data, the study of computing with infinite data crucially depends on topological considerations.
A related approach is pursued in constructive analysis by using intuitionistic logic. As is well known, proofs of existential statements in this logic allow the extraction of algorithms computing the object that is stated to exist. By their nature these algorithms are correct.
Many important problems are not only hard to compute, they are even not computable at all. To measure the degree on non-computability one relates their difficulty to the difficulty of certain well-known master problems by using reducibility notions that generalise the classical many-one reducibility.
The present issue contains contributions to all these areas.
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